This grid of letters conceals words lying across or down, similar to a Crossword puzzle. The words to find are listed below the grid with their # of letters - cross them off once you've entered them. The circled cells - from the top, left to right - spell out this puzzle’s answer.

Retro Cross #45

Solution: 9 letters

(3) ANT CFI DAT EGO EOR ESS
ETA HEX ILO NAE OLE OT
POL RED ROI ROT OTC
(4) ADEN ERIE HEIN OLE
LADD SOIL STEN TAPA RED
(5) ADHOC ERIE LEONE OLE
COLON COVEY ERNIE LEONE RED
RYDER SABRE LEONE LOVE
(6) ARTERY DONATE PAPAW STONE
STAVES SUTRAS PAPAW STONE
INSTALS RWANDAN PAPAW STONE
ONELINER SCORPION PAPAW STONE
(10) ENTREATIES HITANDMISS
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